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To my surprise, and in spite of the smouldering ruins of my Playskool kingdom, I am 
rewarded for being a good girl – a status that comes with great responsibilities like tossing coins 
into toll booth baskets and being on the lookout for any landing planes. Sure enough, I spot one 
directly in front of us. The sheer size and sound of it terrifies me – and being so low to the ground, I 
think it might even land on us. Dad says something about flying and how small everything looks 
from up in the sky, but I can't make it out over non-sensical lyrics like, “goo goo g'joob”. 

Plumes of smoke escape pillars of light outside my window. Dad says they have to do with 
oil, passing gas stations with the same arrangements of shapes and colors. We pull up to the sloped 
lawn of my grandparents' bungalow. Apart from a terraced path, which connects the stoop to the 
sidewalk, it almost resembles the red-bricked, grey-roofed houses next to and across from it. 

Dad unbuckles me from the car seat, but Lucy remains strapped into hers. She thinks my 
release is unfair, squirming and whimpering in protest as Mom carries her up the steps – but I think, 
after climbing just two, having to use my legs at all is unfair. Although I can feel her watching me, I 
avoid her stare and bemoan each and every step behind her. This is all her fault.

The front door looks like a nose between two, shuttered eyes. I find this more interesting 
than searching for the bell Dad keeps telling me to ring – so much that I end up tripping over a step, 
falling onto my hands and knees. Looking up, I accidentally meet Lucy's eyes and cry over the 
shock and the pain and the red water seeping out of me. I cry even harder when Lucy cries.

Grandma calls the red water a boo-boo and covers it up with a bandaid and a kiss. She tells 
me they will make it better and I believe her and her bright, blue eyes. Her hugs are warm and tight 
and make me feel safe. 

The kitchen has many smells, but the most overpowering scent comes from the oven. 
Because I am brave, I am allowed to have as many cookies as I want. They don't look like the ones 
Dad bakes – which are the same kind Cookie Monster eats – but I enjoy them. Maybe even more. I 
think this hurts Dad's feelings because he takes the tin away from me and says I've had too much. 

We go outside, to the backyard, where white socks and shirts and sheets appear to breathe 
between two trees. Dad reaches up and picks an apple from one of them. I can't understand how this 
can be when I know they come from Foodtown and get even more confused when Grandma pulls 
potatoes up from the ground. Dad says I should eat more fruit and vegetables because they are good 
for me. I sample various leaves from various bushes, but they do not taste like salad. A tiny bird 
even darts out of one and startles me.

“Hello, little birdie,” Grandma smiles, folding clothes into a basket. “How are you, today?”
I am incredulous when it chitters back from the top of the fence. “That's my friend, the wren,” she 
says, blowing kisses to it. I observe their brief exchange in awe, as if let it on a secret language.

Grandpa watches TV in the living room. It isn't like any TV I've ever seen before –  black 
and white and set inside a brown box panelled with knobs. He sits in a rocking chair with a pipe in 
his mouth and a plaid blanket draped over his purple legs. I tell him that his boo-boo needs a 
bandaid and a kiss –  and for being brave, he can eat as many cookies as he wants – but Grandpa 
says he's not allowed. He keeps silver toy cars – cars I've never seen before – in a glass, along with 
some medals. I want to play with them, but Dad says he's not allowed. 

“Uncle George” lives downstairs, in the basement. He looks like Grandma, except for his 
eyes – blue, but not as bright. He asks me if I like magic tricks, and shows me one where the tips of 
his thumbs disappear and reappear without a trace of red water. It frightens me, but I am fascinated. 
Uncle George gives Dad several videotapes that he says are for me. I shuffle through them, looking 
at each cover – a square-headed girl with tiny lips, a squinty-eyed man with big arms, a goggled 
squirrel and a gloved moose, and some strange, smiley thing with a bulbous head. “I share a room 
with Casper,” says Uncle George, tapping a reattached thumb on the latter's face. I don't know what 
a “Casper” is, but Uncle George reassures me it's friendly and nothing to be afraid of. 

Dad thanks Grandma for babysitting Lucy, picks me up, and carries me out the door. I have 
no idea what babysitting means, but I think it has something to do with getting back in the car 
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without her. Waving goodbye to Grandma, I think I am also waving goodbye to Lucy. I feel sorry 
that it had to end this way, but I know she will be happy with Grandpa, Grandma and Uncle George 
– and the wren and Casper, too. 

We pull away from the leafy, quiet street where “Gerry” lives and cross a river, rejoining the 
bumpier, busier roads with scribbled bridges that loop and cross over each other. Dad beeps the 
horn a lot. He tells Mom to keep her shirt on (even though she wasn't even trying to take it off) and 
says the other drivers are stunods (they never do anything right – always cutting us off and 
tailgating us and swerving all over the place). We soon enter a dark tunnel that Dad says goes 
underwater. I hold my breath, but our house is not on the other side.

The other side is strange. There are so many people around – all moving so fast and crossing 
streets in large groups – and so many cars. Most of them are yellow and don't even move, making 
narrow streets even narrower. Dad locks the doors and gets upset when somebody washes his 
windshield. We drive up and up and up to park. And when we get back down, steam rises out of the 
street and into my face and makes me cough. It has a weird smell – and an even weirder sound that 
screeches and shakes the ground beneath my feet now and again. 

I look around and see garbage everywhere. If not the black bags and brown boxes, piled up 
near the newsstands and hot dog carts, then strewn across a ground that is grey instead of green. 
Sometimes I see people sifting through it, who say they are hungry and ask for spare change. I 
think about Grandma's garden and look around, but I see streetlights instead of trees and concrete 
instead of dirt. I wonder if they are strangers because no one replies or takes notice of them. They 
notice Mom, though, and say things like Dad is a lucky man. I don't understand why this makes Dad 
upset, let alone with Mom. I think maybe these suited men in sunglasses might be strangers, too.

I find the sizes of signs and the swarms of stores overwhelming. And I get confused when I 
know I've passed them, only to approach them again under different flags. I hear shouting down one 
of the gaps between them – and see a man with sharp teeth and red eyes, swinging his fists at 
nobody. Dad tells me not to repeat his bad words. At every other traffic light, I have to cover my 
ears from the sirens and the horns. Sometimes, I even have to cover my eyes – even if all I see is 
white chalk and yellow tape.

I watch bird after bird narrowly escape the shoes that nearly trample them and think the 
same will happen to me whenever we have to stop. I want to ask them, with all their limping and 
mangled feet, why they don't just fly away, but they don't stop to listen. It's dizzying to look up. 
There are so many buildings – some of them so tall they might even reach up into the clouds. Dad 
calls one the Chrysler Building and another the Empire State Building. I imagine what it's like to be 
at the very top, looking down at how small everything looks.

I soon realize my fear of heights when we enter a theater. Clinging to Dad, I go down the 
steep steps, petrified of tripping and tumbling down below. My seat, between Mom and Dad, 
overlooks rows upon rows of heads with grey and white hair. Every time my parents have to stand 
up to let larger, rounder people get to theirs, I am afraid they will get knocked over the edge. It gets 
even worse when the lights go out. I don't have any bandaids. 

A spotlight shines upon some humanoid cats that eventually get absorbed into the ceiling  – 
but I am more concerned with what is going on behind me than below me. The bags whacking my 
head in passing. The feet rocking my seat. The unexpected sneeze that leans forward, into my ears. I 
cannot gauge how much closer each external action brings me closer to the edge. 

We exit to a thousand lights. Blue ones that sweep the skyline. Pink ones that slow the 
sidewalk. Square, yellow ones, flickering up in the sky. Red-blue ones, flashing down in the street. I 
watch a green light turn red and a red man turn green, and admire the lights reflected in the wet 
street – the stop-start reds of buses, the blinking oranges of limos, and the yellow stare of cabs. Dad 
talks to a stranger, who tells us to smile and say “cheese” near a man sleeping on a bench.

I blink lights everywhere I look and try to rub them out of my eyes. I hear voices all around 
me, but I can't understand what they are saying except for a man who declares something about the 
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end of the world. I want to hear more about it, but someone wants to give us a discount on 
something, and someone else wants to give us free tickets to something else. I concentrate really 
hard, trying to filter out all of the other noises, like Mom saying yes, Dad saying no, and their 
arguing over never and always, but nothing makes sense about a war with a rock.

Dad doesn't want to eat in Times Square. Mom doesn't want to see Ambrose. And 
somewhere, between the scrolling letters and numbers, the flashing pictures of sodas and cigarettes, 
and the talking heads and crying faces of television screens, it all becomes too much and I don't 
want to be here anymore. I want to go home. So does Mom, gasping at replays of a smoking 
mountain. But that, unfortunately, means coming back for Lucy. 


